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FMS PAPER: (11-01-2009) 
SECTION – 3 

Reading Comprehension 
99. This is an extract of the speech given by 

Ans. (3) Woman Enfranchisement and a Better World  

100. Which cluster best represents the masculine 

Ans. (1) Individualism, Materialism, Aggrandizement, and Violence 

101. According to the passage why are women subjugated 

Ans. (2) Women do not have economic power 

102. Which cluster portrays values of womanhood alluded to in 

Ans. Both options (1) and (2) are correct  

103. The author of the speech is: 

Ans. (3) An Activist  

104. According to the passage which statement is correct: 

Ans. (3) Subjugation of women has caused societies to become cruel, selfish and destructive 

105. What is the key inference that we can make from the passage: 

Ans. (4) All inferences are correct 

106. Which of the following statements is false regarding the relationship 

Ans. (3) Monopolists have the money and motivation to engage in research and development.  

107. Which set of risks are most relevant to developing intellectual 

Ans. (1) cost, redundancy, imitation, cross dependence 

108. Which statement alludes to the inherent contradiction between 

Ans. (2) IPRO creates monopolies and this reduces competition in the market 

109. For competition authorities which is one of the most difficult  

Ans. (2) Create suitable regulations so that IPR holder does not abuse market power owned 

110. Some malpractices that are linked to IPR are: 

Ans. (2) Hoarding, Misrepresentation, Trespassing  

111. To which ideological framework does the concept of IPR 

Ans. (4) License Raj 

112. GATT/WTO and TRIPS agreement encourages: 

Ans. (1) Biodiversity  

113. During the three decades from sixteenth century to eighteenth century war 

Ans. (1) Hundredfold 

114. Which geographical regions are referred to by 

Ans. (3) Seven provinces which united in 1579 and formed the basis of Republic of Netherland   

115. Which statement is true with regard to the background  

Ans. (2) The need for more and more money to wage enduring, expensive and exhausting wars in  

  Europe gave rise to the financial revolution 

116. Which set of countries formed the “Great Powers” in Europe 

Ans. (4) Britain, France, Prussia and Russia 
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117. What is the key reason for the growth of Western Capitalism 

Ans. (4) The two-way systems of raising and simultaneously spending vast sums of money fanned the 

  development of Western Capitalism 

118. Why was Amsterdam successful in investing in foreign companies  

Ans. (3) The merchants in Amsterdam were also government officials and they ensured that all  

  transactions between people and government were mutually beneficial, as is the case in a joint-

  venture 

119. What is the opinion of experts regarding Europe’s economic health  

Ans. (3) Keeping a long term perspective, the period of reference led to good economic health in Europe, 

  even though the state did spend a lot on wars 

120. Which statement best expresses the meaning of fear 

Ans. (3) Fear is caused when we engage more closely with ideas about a fact, than with trying to  

  understand the fact 

121. Human beings are victims of ……….. because of which they 

Ans. (4) Isolation 

122. We can eradicate fear if we do any one of the following: 

Ans. (2) Look at the fact that causes fear and experience it fully 

123. Which set of key words, when put to practice will help us overcome fear? 

Ans. (4) Engage in : communion, experiencing facts, withholding judgement 

124. Which of the following can be concluded from the passage? 

Ans. (1) As long as there is any relationship, there must be fear of losing it. 

125. Which of the following can be concluded from the passage? 

Ans. (1) It one is in complete communion with a fact, there is little chance of fear 

126. Which of the following can be concluded from the passage? 

Ans. (4) None of the above 

127. If all human beings started behaving like bacteria, which of the following 

Ans. (2) Greater unity in diversity  

128. Which three processes are responsible for evolution: 

Ans. (1) Random mutation; Rapid division of genes in bacteria; Genes exchange in bacteria   

129. Regarding diseases caused by bacteria and virus  

Ans. (3) Bacteria and virus are not only ahead, but manage to undo somethings that medical science 

  have achieved 

130. Which statement is true regarding the work that  

Ans. (3) Bacteria can give important lessons to human beings about sharing and communicating  

131. Which philosophical paradigm does the model of creativity in 

Ans. (1) Holistic world view 

132. What are the reasons given in the passage against the theory  

Ans. (4) (1) and (2) are correct 

133. Which principle described in the passage can become the basis of  

Ans. (2) DNA recombination among large organism  

  


